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Sketch Figma Invision Principle

InDesign Photoshop Illustrator

Heuristic Evaluations Interviews

Surveys Personas Affinity Mapping

Card Sorting Usability Testing

Competitive Analysis Affinity Diagram
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Jing LYU /// Award-winning UX/UI Designer
“People ignore design that ignores people.”
# (972) 623-7866 _ contact@jinglyu.net  http://jinglyu.net

EXPERIENCE

JPMorgan Chase & Co.
UX Designer

Working with product managers and researchers to understand our 
users; Endeavoring with business analysts/developers to define user 
stories and product backlogs; Striving with developers to realize and 
polish user experiences
Creating wireframes and detailed visual designs; Participating in 
usability research to iterate and refine the designs; Actively 
contributing the standard design language/design systems
Manage multiple projects with various levels of user experience 
engagement, timelines, and expectations; Presenting the ideas to 
stakeholders and advocating on behalf of the user

Gap Inc.
UX Designer

Produce thorough explorations of possible system solutions to 
complex content and interaction problems on the e-commerce 
platform and with the brand marketing and content teams
Participate starting in early concept development, providing input on 
components as they are being developed and helping to form the 
nuances of the final design and implementation

Clemson University
UX/UI Designer/Researcher

Cross-team collaboration with user research, visual/interaction design, 
and engineering from concept and implementation to release
Created a screensaver App that dynamically displays how often apps 
share data with third parties. Results published in PETs 2020

VRision
UX/UI Designer 07/2019 - 08/2020

UX Design the VRision’s website, iOS/Android App, focusing on 
business strategies (Increased revenue by 20% over one month)
Developed Information Architecture and visual solution to address 
UX/UI pain points based on design thinking theory

Anhui University of Technology
Digital Designer & University Lecturer

Spearheaded university website redesign used by 14 administrators, 
200+ teachers, and 3000+ students
Created over 1000 hours of in-classroom instruction and curriculum 
content for a 4-month long UX Design Course

FETE NY
Graphic Designer

Crafted 7+ series of visual artwork pieces for events that generated 
over $1 Million of revenue
Oversaw design and production of 200+ pieces of artworks including 
large scale murals, signages, event collateral, and high-end invitations

EDUCATION

Univ. of the Cumberlands
PhD student in Business (Dallas campus)

Pratt Institute, New York
M.S. in Communications Design

Nanjing University of the Arts
B.A. in Art & Design

SKILLS

Tools

Research

PUBLICATIONS & HONORS

Spark Design Award - Finalist Winner 

Privacy at a Glance: The User-Centric 
Design of Glanceable Data Exposure 
Visualizations

Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETS), 2020

A Smartphone-Based Tangible Interaction 
Approach for Landscape Visualization

ACM (PerDis). Best Demo Award, 2018

An 1834 Mediterranean Garden in Berlin 

ACM (PerDis). Best Paper Award, 2018

tel:(972) 623-7866
mailto:contact@jinglyu.net
http://jinglyu.net/

